A characterization of pairs of isometric immersions which have congruent Gauss maps is given.
Introduction
The purpose of this article is to present a refinement of some aspects of a beautiful theorem due to Dajczer and Gromoll [DG] , which characterizes pairs of isometric immersions from a given Riemannian manifold into Euclidean space with congruent Gauss maps. We will reformulate part of the theory of circular isometric immersions, which is the proper context for the theorem, by systematically utilizing the notion of complexification.
The simplest case of two distinct isometric immersions with congruent Gauss maps is provided by the helicoid and the simply connected cover of the catenoid. These are conjugate minimal surfaces, i.e. the real and imaginary parts of a holomorphic map from a Riemann surface into C , and they fit into a oneparameter family of associated minimal surfaces, which are pictured in do Carmo's text [dC, pp. 223-224] . All of the associated minimal surfaces have congruent Gauss maps.
More generally, it was discovered by Dajczer, Gromoll, and Rodriguez that a minimal isometric immersion / from a simply connected Kahler manifold M into a real Euclidean space R is the real part of a holomorphic map h from M into C . The maps fg -re(e' h), for 0gK, are minimal isometric immersions with congruent Gauss maps, and the collection {fg : 8 e R} is called an associated family of minimal isometric immersions. Definition. The isometric immersion / : M " -> R is circular if a(z, w) = 0, for all z e Tx 0Mp , w eT0JMp.
Equivalently, / is circular if its real-valued second fundamental form satisfies a(Jx, Jy) + a(x,y) = 0, for x, y e TM , where J is the almost complex structure. It follows from this characterization that a circular isometric immersion is automatically minimal. Dajczer Hence if z e Tx 0M , it follows from the Gauss equations that n 0 = ^2(R(zAe,),zAëi)
It follows immediately that a(z , g A -0 for all z, which is exactly the circular condition, since z e Tx 0M was chosen arbitrarily.
Suppose now that / : M -» R is a circular isometric immersion from a simply connected Kahler manifold M with second fundamental form a. We can define à : TM xTM -► NM p p p by à(x, y) = -a(x, Jy). Leaving the connections on TM and NM unchanged, we can replace the second fundamental form a by à, and the new data still satisfy the Gauss, Codazzi, and Ricci equations. Hence it follows from the fundamental existence and uniqueness theorem [BC, Chapter 10, Theorem 5] that there is an isometric immersion / : M -> R , unique up to a rigid motion, which induces the new data. Moreover, h = f+if:M2n->CN = RN + iRN is a holomorphic map, isometric after the Kahler metric of M " is multiplied by sJ2 . The given circular immersion lies in an associated family {fg -Re(e h) : 6 e R} ; all the members of the associated family have the same tangent and normal connection, and their second fundamental forms satisfy the identity iß ag(z , w) -e a(z , w), for z, w e Tx QM .
It now follows from Calabi's rigidity theorem [C] that any two minimal isometric immersions from the same simply connected Kahler manifold M " into Euclidean space E must be orthogonal projections of the same holomorphic map from M " into C^ . The moduli space of such minimal isometric immersions is a linear variety in the closure of a Siegel domain, as described in [L, Chapter IV, Theorem 9].
Proof of the theorem
Suppose that M is a complete simply connected Riemannian manifold, and that f, f : M -► R are two isometric immersions with congruent Gauss maps. This means that after subjecting / to a rigid motion, we can construct an orthogonal linear transformation Proof. This is a direct consequence of the Main Lemma of [M] , together with Lemmas 2 and 3.
It remains now to investigate the individual factors. Let Mr = Mx x M_x , /, = /, x/L,, / = /, x/_,.
Lemma 5. ff and fr differ by a rigid motion.
Proof. fx and /, differ by a rigid motion by the uniqueness part of the fundamental existence and uniqueness theorem [BC, loc. cit.] , because /, and fx have isomorphic tangent and normal connections, and isomorphic second fundamental forms. The second fundamental forms a_x , a_x of /_, , /_, satisfy the relation a_x = -à_x, but after an isometry of normal bundles ( zz i-f -n ), we again have the same initial data for the fundamental existence and uniqueness theorem, so /_, and /_, also differ by a rigid motion.
We now focus on fx , fx : Mx -» R *•. Let and hence by the discussion in §2, fx and fx have the second fundamental forms of associated circular immersions. Since the connections in tangent and normal bundles are the same, it follows from the fundamental existence and uniqueness theorem that fx and fx are associated isometric immersions. This finishes the proof of the theorem.
